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Cal Flame Presents Outdoor Entertainment Center
Cal Flame® Enhances Your Viewing Experience
Pomona, CA — (September 6, 2017) Cal Flame is proud to present the
Outdoor Entertainment Center Paradise ODC-1 and Crystal ODC-2! This
must-have Outdoor Entertainment from Cal Flame is designed to give
you the best viewing experience ever! With ample room for a large
television, your friends and loved ones will be begging to gather around
and watch their favorite movies and programs!
Both models include four side LED lights to highlight easy access
storage areas. A central bottom storage container can store your
favorite room temperature snacks or accessories.

Paradise ODC-1 (Top), Crystal
ODC-2 (bottom)
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The Paradise ODC-1 boasts two temperature controlled refrigerators
with ample room for food and beverages, while the Crystal ODC-2
possess four roomy shelves for all your outdoor usage and storage
needs.
The Outdoor Entertainment Center is available in beautiful two tone
tile Tropical Brown for border and Tropical Cream for field with Stony
Creek Amerstone Sruccos and stucco.
An Outdoor Entertainment Center is the perfect way to bring together
your outdoor living space. Create a luxurious and relaxed environment
in your own backyard!

[more]
For more information about Cal Spas Swim Pro™ Swim & Fitness Spa
please visit the Cal Spas website, or locate a certified dealer in your
area.
To schedule an interview with one of Cal Spas industry professionals
contact Public Relations Specialist, Lauren Roberts, at 909-620-0480 or

lroberts@calspas.com.
ABOUT CAL SPAS ®
Cal Spas was founded in 1979 as a provider of luxury hot tubs. Today,
the celebrated hot tub giant is world renowned as the #1 Global
Manufacturer of Home Resort Products™. The company produces
premium collections of lifestyle products from its headquarters in
Pomona, California and distributes worldwide through a network of
specialty dealers. The Cal Spas brand family of products includes Cal
Spas hot tubs and swim spas, Cal Designs gazebos, Cal Heat indoor and
outdoor saunas, and Cal Flame high-end barbecue grills, outdoor
barbecue islands, outdoor fireplaces and fire pits. Learn about Home
Resort Living and find a local authorized dealer at www.calspas.com.

